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No Need ta Trrrip 

 

Intro: Peace, it may seem like the raps are no big deal, but we gotta get it off our 

chests cuz haters hate to no end, and this helps us. 

 

1st Verse:  

No need to trip, said my peace button my lip so I can chill nuff said holding it 

down peace factories 

Point made we all have to have our bounderies and keep it for survival ditchin 

scoundrals frowns casualties 

Called em’ on it running games got em’ right on the nose so we propose a truce 

loosin’ spiritual principalities 

Same drama different batch that pushes buttons poppin’ greed that can’t control 

itself knowledge saves families 

 

Like Wu don’t sugar coat saving grace too many radio rappers with lack of 

gratitude change the batteries 

We’ll wake em’ up n watch em’ run for fun no just a joke theres hope ta stoke so 

keep tha torch stay the course for galaxies. 

 

Hook: No Need ta trip so don’t trip, work with that, don’t trip (4 times) 
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Verse 2:  

 

Scientifics mathematics doin’ my best n God the rest 3 worlds collided so watch it 

love that’s reality 

Hip Hop Jazz Classical for example not emotional tricks n sneaks disguised in 

policies 

Passed the politics historical focus please peaks n market drops obvious too many 

young try ta copy G’s 

Without experience too delirious grimaces born from pain or snorts narcotic think 

they got it psychic things 

 

History of Rap to build on they don’t care cuz they don’t know pride is one thing 

respect community 

WE have to listen denial won’t so it’s back to zaps n brush the shoulders off peace 

to human G.O.D.’s 

It keeps blessings Beez cuttin’ through the hate silently pushin’ back all the hatin’ 

hater enemies 

Man of our word that’s why we reachin’ out n’ we can live with that mostly 

scrapin’ by but hustlers hustling 

Global hoods within we have the knowledge to heal the world Rock em’ sock 

em’ he is greater than me Birthin’ Killah Beez  

(He is great than me…who..? GOD) 

What did they think that all success and light would end in cans of worms no he’ 

really done let it go, listen please  
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(they try to open a closed book, can of worms already cooked…put a fork in him, 

he done…otherwise it’s wastin’ our time…well some folks make a good living 

rapping back n forth about it all, but for us it’s really a drag to be bothered about 

something already resolved…there’s topics in the world we need to address, if 

hiphop is going to be a leader to save the planet? The twin brother inspiration 

(double) is always a good one to touch on, but for hope and whatever suits the 

rapper, but give us a break…and the comparison thang gets real oblivious 

sometimes…it’s about one love…that’s what we will leave behind…respect) 

 

 

Hook: No Need ta trip so don’t trip, work with that, don’t trip (4 times) 

 

Outro:  

Leave a bit of hope behind, God moves closer to the industry, Prioritize and time 

budget, and get back to you, Not all the rap hype dwells and gossips for close knit 

industry awards that feed on a lost soul mentality, yeah, we know, lost souls is 

one thing, spark some hope and peace in the community, it’s about God, and they 

can take that to bed, life or death, we choose that. Peace. 


